
BBE Project - Fourth Meeting Report 26/1/2021

At 12 a.m. on Zoom platform

Participants:

Italy: Franca Liuzzo and Rosanna Vigliocco

Croatia: Ivana Vrdoljak

Romania: Silvia Ungureanu

Estonia: Anna Ignatjeva

+ 2 students for each country

Kahoot country challenge quiz

1) Even if we tried, we didn’t manage to use the Twinspace platform for the meeting, so we switched to
Zoom.

Two students of each school took part in a Kahoot country challenge quiz to see how much they knew
about the other nations. The four quizzes, one for each country, were submitted one after the other.

It was nice and funny but, unluckily only a few students could take part in the competition and, because of
lack of time, the students could neither present themselves nor discuss the right answers (the teachers gave
them to save time). Other activities will be organized, possibly involving more students and providing more
interactions among students.

After this activity, teachers stayed connected to discuss other themes:

2) Mobility - Teachers agreed that mobilities are still impossible to organize at the moment. Virtual
meetings are the alternative, even if students often attend from home.

3) Region presentation-Rosanna proposed to organize meetings where a small group of students of one
country shares materials, videos and presentations, about their region, presenting typical products and
explaining more about the eating and young people habits. The involved teacher will send materials before
the meeting to allow students to learn specific words and prepare their questions. Italian teachers suggest 2
hours meetings, but Anna says it’s impossible for her, as she has very strict schedules and one hour is the
maximum time she can spend on these activities.

After having uploaded materials on the eTwinning platform, Rosanna will try to organize the first full
students’ meeting in March, depending on the Covid rules decided by national and regional Authorities.

4) Next online meeting: since each country has different holidays in February, we agreed not to meet again
before the mid/end of March.


